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SUMMARY 

An experimental investigation to detemine the effect of design 
factors on the perf ormance of collectors for axial-flow compressors 
consisted of air-flow studies of an experimental collector on which 
six different outlet configurations were used. By using outlet pipe6 
with different diameters and by usin. either one or two pipes, the 
ratio of outlet-pipe cross-sectional area to the collectcrr-inlet 
cross-sectional area was varied from 0.52 to 3.12. The effects of 
the size and number of outlet pipee on the static-pressure distri- 
bution at the collec'bor inlet, the flow Umitation, and the total- 
pressure losses downstream of the collector inlet were studied. 

The size and nmber of outlet pipes appsrently had little effect 
on the static-pressure distribution at the collector inlet. In a 
collector with a sudden expansion at the inlet, the ratio of cross- 
sectional outlet-pipe area to cross-sectional collector-inlet area 
had to be greater than 2.0 to prevent choking in the outlet pipes.- 
When two different outlet configurations of the same total flow area 
were used, the total-pressure-loss factor was smaller with one out- 
let pipe than with two. With the exception of the smallest outlet 
configuration investigated, the principal total-pressure losses 
occurred at the collector inlet because of the sudden exparmion in 
flow 8x88. 

INZRODUCTION 

In the design of collectors for rating and testing axial-flow 
compressors, the static-pressure variation around the collector 
inlet must be less than 5 percent of the mean velocity pressure 
and the coll8ctor and ducting losses must be low enough to permit 
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the desired operating range of preesure ratios and flowe (refer- 
ence 1). Another factor in the design of these collectors that 
may limit the al28 and the configuration of th8.coll8ctor and 
outlet piping ie the availability of apace. When the standards 
for rating axial-flow compressors were established, little wae 
known of the effect of design factors on collector perfornrance. 
A research inveetigatfon was therefore starte8 to determine the 
effect of size and number of Outlet pipes on the performance of 
an experimental collector. 

Air-flow studies of an experimental collector on which six dif- 
ferent outlet configurations were used are reported herein. Each 
outlet configuration was composed of either on8 or two outlet pipes 
and the ratio Of the Outlet-pipe area t0 the COlleCtOr-inlet area 
was varied from 0;52 to 3.12 by varying the pip8 diameter. The 
effects of the size and number of outlet pip88 on (1) the static- 
preesure distribution at the collector inlet, (2) the total-preseure 
losses through the collector, and (3) the limitation Of the flow 
are presented. 

sYM6oIs 

Any consistent set of units may be used for the following 
symbols, which are used in this report: 

A flow area 

g acceleration of gravity 

M Mach number, 

. 
P mean total pressure 

P mean static preseure 

AP deviation frcpn mean static pressure at station 2 (fig. 1) 

R gas constant for normal air 

AS increase in entropy 
. 

T total temperature 
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W Weight flow of air 

Pr - Px 
pr - Pr 

total-pressure-loss factor between two stations 

Y ratio of specific heats for normal air 

Subscripts: 

2 station 2, collector inlet (fig. 1) 

5 outlet-pipe measuring station 6 diameters downstream of 
collector outlets (fig. 1) . 

n any station downstream OJ? station 2 (fig. 1) 

r reference station 

x station imm8diat8ly downstream of reference station 

APPARATU8 AND INSTRUMENTAI'ION 

Apparatus _ 

A SChematiC disgrsm of the r8S8arCh unit used for this investi- 
gation is shown in figure 1. Flow through the rig was produced by 
the pressure difference between the laboratory sltitude exhaust syst8m 
and the rocm air. By controlling the pressure in the altitude exhaust 
system and h8nCe the pressure rat10 across the unit, a range of air 
flows could be obtained. The minimum total pressure in the exhaust 
system varied from test to test, which gave pressure ratios varying 
from 0.23 to 0.33 across the unit between the altitude exhaust system 
and station 2. 

Air flowed through an orifice tank, a section of concentric 
cylinders representing the outer and inner walls of the flow passage 
of an axial-flow compressor, a collector equipped with a cylindricsl 
baffle, and into either one or two Outlet pipes. The outlet pipe8 
were connected to the altitude exhaust syst8m through diffuser s8ctions 
having a total 8ngle of 7O, 12-inch-diameter piping, and about 45 feet 
of 16-inch-diameter piping, as shown by figure 2. The orifice tank 
was equipped with a 20-inch-diameter sharp-edge orifice plate (fig.1). 
A screen having 8 wires per inch was located 32 inches upstream of 
the concentric cylinders and a wooden nozzle was placed at the outlet 
of the orifice tank to obtain smooth flow at the annulus inlet. 
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Cross-sectional flow exe8 at the collector inlet (station 2) was 
0.385 square foot; the collector-inlet annulus had an outer diameter 
of 14.00 inches and an inner diameter of Il.20 inches. The experi- 
mental collector had an outer diameter of 35.00 inches, an inner 
diameter of 7.22 inches, and a length of 12.50 inches. A 24-inch- 
diSBt8ter cylindrical baffl8 with.55-percent open area was used inside 
the collector to minimize the effect of outlet pipes on static- 
pressure variation at the collector inlet. 

Instrumentation 

TamperatuI?8- and pressure-measuring StatiOnS were located in 
the positions indicated by figure 1. Station 1 is 18 inches in front 
of the orifice plate; station 2 is 2.75 inches upstream of the inside 
face of the front plate; stations 3 and 4 a28 2.5 inches Upstream and 
downstream of the baffle, respectively; and station 5 is approxi- 
mately 6 pipe diameters downstream of the collector. 

Temperatures were measured with iron-constantan thermocouples 
and a self-balancing potentiometer. Static ~8SSur8s W8r8 obtained 
with 0.040-inch-dieuneter wall taps and total pressures with standard 
0.040-Inch-diameter total-pressure tubes. Pressures were taken 
v~staally and photographically frcm manometers and the atmospheric 
pressure was measured on a microbarograph. Weight flow was deter- 
mined from temperature measuraments at station 1 and the pressure 
drop across the calibrated orifice was measured with an NACA micro- 
manomet8r in inch88 of alcohol. 

At station 2, 15 static-pressure taps were placed circumfer- 
entially around the inner cylinder and 15 around the outside casing. 
These static-pressure taps were Connected to a mancmeter board in 
opposition to a reference pressure that was one of the 30 static 
pr8ssur8s; thus accurate readings in inches of water above or below 
the reference pressure were obtained. The reference pressure was 
obts&ed separately on a mercury manometer. In addition, fixed 

' total-pressure tubes were located in four circtmnferential positions 
90° apart in the same plane as the static-pressure taps. The totsl- 
pressure tubes were placed fn the stresm at a position one-third 
of the passage width from the inside wall of the casing to obtain 

'en approximate averege total pressure. These total ~essures, as 
well as the pressures at stations 3, 4, and 5, were measured on a 
manometer board in inches of mercury. A total of 16 static- 
pressure tap8 were installed in the col.lector to determine the 
pressure drop across the baffle: 8Qht taps were placed in each 
end plate; four w8re equally spaced a short distance upstream of 

P OJ 
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the baffle (station 3), &d four were equally spaced a short distance 
dOwnStr8Sz?I of the baffle (station 4). The static-pressure taps in 
the re8r plate were displaced 45 o from those in the front plate to 
obtain an average static-pressure distribution around the collector. 
M8aSUmIIIentS in the two outlet pipes (station 5) consisted of static 
and total pressures and t8mperatures that were taken according to 
the recommendations of reference 2. 

The precision of the temp6ratUr8 and pressure meaSUrem8ntS is 
estimated to b8 within the following limits: I 

Tamperature,~ . . . . . . . . . . ..'............il 
Static pressures at station 2, in. water . . . . . . . . . . *to.10 
Other pressures, in. hg . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . fO.10 

PROCZDW AND CALOULATIONS 

The following outlet configurations were investigated: 

Outlet OUtlet- 
COIlfig- pip8 
uration diSJEk8r 

(id 

Number 
of 
Pipes 

A 6.06 
B 6.06 
C 6.58 
D 8.58 
E 10.50 
F 10.50 

Total Ratio of 
cross- outlet-pipe 
88ctionsJ. area to 
8x88 collector- 

(sq ft) inlet area 
0.20 0.52 

.40 1.04 

.40 1.04 

.80 2.08 

.60 1.56 
1.20 3.12 

For each Of these Outlet oonfigurations, data were taken over a range 
of Mach nmbers at station 2 varying from a min3mrmr of approximately 
0.19 to the msxtium value that was obtainable with the available 
pessure ratio. 

The circumferential vsriation of static pressure at the col- 
lector inlet was obtained by subtracting a mean static pressure fram 
each of the 30 individual static pressures and dividing this differ- 
ence Ap by a mean impact pressure P2 - ~2. 

Two methods of representing the loss8s for the various outlet 
configurations were used. The first method employs a nondimensional 
total-pressure-loss factor defined as the difference between the 
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average of the four total pressures P, at reference station 2 
and the aversge total pressure Px at a given measuring station 
divided by the average impact pressure Pr - pr at=station 2. 
Recause this method does not directly show the total-pressure ratio, 
which is an important variable for compressible flow at high Mach 
numbers, another method was used in which the ratio of total pres- 
sure at a given m8aSUrhg station to the total pressure at the 
reference station is directly expressed. The relation of total- 
pressure-loss factor, total-pressure ratio, and Mach number is 
given in the following equation 

pr - px l- pJpr 
pr - Fr =t 

(1) 
l- 

p+ql ," % 2 Y-l 

and is shown in figure 3 for normal air (y = 1.3947). For each 
Mach number there is a maximum total-pressure-loss factor corre- 
sponding to a total-pressure ratio of zero. For example, for a 
Mach number of 1.0 the maximum total-pressure-loss factor is 2.12. 
Because the increase in entropy is given by 

AS = -RT leg PdPr (2) 

and the loss.of available energy by T AS (where T is assumed 
constant and equal to the temperature of the surroundings) a total- 
pressure ratio of zero repreeents an infinite loss in available 
energy. 

RESULT8 AND DISCUSSION 

Static-Pressure Bsriation at Coll8ctor Inlet 

A typical variation of static pressure with angulsr position 
at the COll8Ctor inlet (Station 2) iS shown in figur8 4. The 
angular position referred to as 0 o is the top point on the vertical 
center line of the unit. All other an@ar positions are designated 
in a counter-clockwise direction from this reference point looking 
downstream. Although these curves sre for outlet configuration D 
at one Mach nmber, they sre representative of all the configurations 
investigated. The curv8s for the inner and outer cylinders are not 
in perfect sgreement but both curves follow the s&me general trend. 
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Data points at angular positions of O" on the inner cylinder and 144O 
on the outer cylinder were omitted because of faulty statio-pressure 
taps. All these vsriations in static pressure sre small and are 
withinf2.5 percent of the mean impact preseure; except for a few 
isolated points with deviations ranging from f2.65 to S.63 percent 
of the mean impact pressure, the static-pressure variation stayed 
withinthese limits for all configurations studied. 

In order to give a complete picture of the static-pressure 
variation at station 2 over a r-e of Mach numbers for sU. outlet 
configurations, composite curves of the mean deviation of p2/P2-p2 
sxe shown In figure 5. Individual points on these curves were 
determined from the srithmetical average of the absolute values 
of the deviation from the average static pressure p divided by 
the mean impact pressure at a particular Maoh number. Changing 
the size and number of outlet pipes appsrently had little effect 
on the static-pressure deviation at station 2. The spread of the 
pressure deviation for the various outlet configurations is only 
approximately 0.4 percent of the mean impact pressure and the 
deviations are only slightly greater with one outlet than with 
two. 

Flow Limitations and Over-all Total-Pressure Losses 

The absolute limitation on the flow will be reached when 
choking occurs at some point in the system. Because the maximum 
possible flow in a compressor at a given speed is obtained when 
choking occurs in the compressor, the operating range will be 
limited if choking ocours at some point in the downstream system 
before it occurs in the compressor. In order to prevent choking 
downstream of the collector inlet before it occurs at the collector 
inlet, the downstream cross-sectional area must be lsrger than the 
cross-sectional area at the collector inlet, aa indicated by simple 
one-dimensional analysis based on uniform flow. From the continuity 
and energy equations the following relation is obtained 

PA =w 

where W, R, T, and g sre tinsidered constant along the flow 
path if no heat transfer occurs. The minimum possible value of the 
right-hand side of the equation occurs when M is equal to 1.0. 
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Ln order to prevent ohoking, the produot PA must be greater than 
this minimum value. Becauee the total pressure P decreases from 
station to station downstream of the collector inlet owing to losses, 
the cross-sectional srea A must be correspondingly increased. At 
maximum flow, the 10~8 in total pressure may be quite large snd hence 
the required increaee in axea may also be quite large. 

The Maoh numbers calculated fram the total- and static-preesure 
measurements in the outlet pipes at the msxinusn-flow points are 
shown in table I: 

TABLE1 

Outlet 
config- 
uration 

A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 

Number 
of 
Pipes 

1 
2 
1 
2 
1 

2 

Mach 
number at 
station 5 

0.52 0.85 
1.04 .84 
1.04 .82 
2.08 .76 
1.56 .84 
3.12 .42 

When two outlet pipes were u8ed, the Mach number was the average of 
the Mach numbers in the two pipes. Except for configuration F, 
choking conditions were ulosely approached or actually encountered. 
For uniform flow, ohoking ehould occur at a Mach nmber of 1.0 but 
for nonunifoMn flow choking msy occur at mean Mach nlmiber's less 
than 1.0. Although the evidence is inconclusive that choking 
actually occurred in the outlet pipes at the maximum-flow pointe, 
the mean Mach numbers of the flow in the outlet pipes considerably 
exceeded the mean Mach number of the flow at the collector inlet 
except for configuration8 D and F. The Mach number of the flow 
in the outlet pipe8 for configuration D wa8 approximately equal 
to the Mach ntmLber of the flow at the collector inlet. Although 
choking ma;y not have been encountered in the outlet pipes for con- 
figuration D, ohoking would still be expected. to occur first in the 
outlet pipes because of the more rapid increase in Mach number at 
the downstream stations, a8 indicated by equation (3). 

The Mach number of the flow in the outlet pipes for configura- 
tion F was only 0.42, whioh shows that the flow was not limited by 
the outlet pipes but by either the available pressure difference or 
by choking at some other point in the system. Choking probably 
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occurred at the collector inlet inaemuch as the Mach number calculated 
from average static- snd total-preseure measurements was 0.8. The 
foregoing observations indicate that the ratio of cross-sectional 
outlet-pipe area to cross-sectional collector-inlet area As/A2 ha8 

to be greater than 2.0 to prevent choking in the downstream ducting. 

Losses in the collector 8nd the outlet pipes are especially 
important in experimental investigations because of the effect of 
these losses in limiting the range of operation of the compressor. 
These losses are important not only in connection with choking but 
also in limiting the flow in many practical cases where the available 
pressure ratio is insufficiently smsJl to produce choking. Two 
method8 of presenting the total-pressure losses are shown in fig- 
ure 6. In the first method (fig. 6(a)), a nondimensional total- 
pressure-loss factor between the collector inlet (station 2) and 
the outlet-pipe measuring station (station 5) is plotted against 
the Mach number at the collector inlet. In general, the total- 
pressure-loss factor increases with an increase in Mach number. 
As the area ratio increases, the maxi8nzn Mach number at the col- 
lector inlet also increases and, beoause the maximum Mach number 
at the o$Llector inlet for configuration F was the highest, it is 
evident that choking did not occur at the collector inlet for the 
other configurations; iLs expected, for a given number of outlet 
pipes and a given attainable Mach number the total-pressure-loss 
factor decreased as the srea ratio increased. 

A comparison of outlet configurations B and C of the same area 
ratio showed that a smaller total-pressure-loss factor was obtained 
with one large outlet pipe than with two smaller ones. For config- 
urations D and E, the total-pressure-loss factor at low Mach number8 
is higher with two outlet pipes than with one although the area 
ratio is greater for the two outlet pipes. At higher Mach numbers, 
however, the effect of the area ratio appears to overshadow the 
effect of the nnmber of outlet pipes on the total-pressure-loss 
factor. A probable explanation of the greater losses for the two 
8mal.l outlet pipes is that the losees due to sudden oontraction of 
the flow would be Urger because of.the greater change in area 
between the collector ad the outlet pipes. ;Lhe losses due to 
sudden contraction of the flow would consequently be greater for 
the 8msJ.l outlets. 

The direct total-pressure losses between the collector inlet 
(station 2) snd the outlet-pipe measuring station (station 5) are 
shown in figure 6(b), in which the ratio of the average total pres- 
sure at the outlet-pipe measuring station to the average total 
pressure at the oollector inlet is plotted 8gain8t the Mach number 
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of the flow at the collector inlet. A campsrison of the pressure 
ratios for the maximum-flow point on each of the curve8 shows that ' 
lower pressure ratios, and hence higher losses, were obtained as 
the outlet-pipe 8588 wa8 increafled. The increase in losses with 
increased outlet area is due to the predcaninant effect of increased 
Mach number at the collector inlet over the effect of decreasing 
total-pressure-loss factor. For example, for configuration8 A 
and B, the actual losses at the maximum-flow point increased between 
configurations A and B as evidenced by the decrease in total-pressure 
ratio in spite of the 18rge deorease in total-pressure-loss factor 
(fig. 6(a)). I nasmuoh as the total-pressure ratio acroes the entire 
unit including the ducting downstream of the outlet-pipe measuring 
station rsmained substantially constant at the maximum-flow point 
throughout the entire investigation, the over-all total-pressure 
loss would hsve to be approximately the 8sme for all configurations. 
At-the maximum-flow point, the losses downstream of the outlet-pipe 
measuring station were therefore the largeert when the losses upstream 
of the outlet-pipe -staring station were the smallest. If the flow 
were entirely subsonic, the reverse of the results shown for all but 
configurations D and F would occur. For 8ll the configuration8 
except D and F, the Mach number8 at the outlet-pipe measuring 
station 8re nearly the same as shown in table I. The smallest 
outlet pipes that allowed the largest area expansion into the down- 
stream ducting would therefore produce the lowest-velocitiee and 
losses in the downstream ducting. If choking occurred at the outlet- 
pipe measuring station, however, and supersonic velocities were 
present in the expansion section, the observed results could be 
readily explained because the larger area expansion would permit 
higher supersonic-velocities and greater losses. Under choking 
condition8 in the outlet pipe, the downstream pressure may be varied 
over a wide range without affecthg the Mach number at the collector 
inlet or the outlet-pipe measuring station. 

'fhe curves of figure 6(b) indicate that choking did.not occur at 
the collector inlet with any of the oonfigurations except possibly F. 
Although the exhaust facilities were inadequate for det8rmlning 
whether choking actually occurred at the collector inlet for config- 
uration F at the maximum-flow point, if a sufficient pressure dif- 
fer&e were available, choking would probably first occur at the 
collector inlet because the maximum attainable Mach number in the 
outlet pipe8 was considerably less than the Mach number at the 
collector inlet. 
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Distribution of Losses through Collector 

The distribution of the total-pressure loss from the collector 
inlet to the outlet-pipe measuring station for all outlet configura- 
tions at a Mach number of approximately 0.19 at the collector inlet 
is presented in figure 7. The general relation is typical for all 
K&ch numbers investigated even though the position of the curves 
changes slightly with Mach number. Because of the chaotic flow con- 
ditions in the collector proper, the static pressure8 at stations 3 
and 4 were used in calculating the total-pressure-loss factors. The 
static: pressures should be representative of the total pressures 
inasmuch as practically the entire velocity pressure would be lost 
because of the large abrupt change in flow area between the collector 
i-nlet end the collactcr proper. When two outlet pipes were used, the 
tctal-pressure-108s factor was calculated from the sJ?ithmetiCal 
average of the tctal pressures in the two outlet pipes. For all 
outlet ccnflgurations; the total-pressure-loss factor between the 
ccllector inlet and the baffle (stations 2 and 3) is nearly the 
same. Alsc, the total-pressure-loss factbr acros8 the baffle 18 
sl-no8t constant, which indicate8 that Changes in the outlet config- 
uraticn had little effe& L, on the flow up to and across the baffle. 
Between station 4 and the outlet-pipe measuring station, there was 
an axtremely large increase intotal-pressure-loss factor for outlet 
configuration A. When the area ratio was increased to 1.04 (outlet 
configurations B and C), a considerable decrease in total-pressure- 
loss factor between the last two stations fram that of outlet con- 
figuration A was produced. Further decreases in total-pressure-loss 
factor were produced in succession wlth configurations D, E, and F 
but a point of diminishing returns was rapidly being approached. 
Ear all configurations excegt A, the principal total-pressure loss 
resulted from the sudden expansion at the collector inlet. The 
greatest reduction in losses should therefore be obtained by using 
an efficient diffuser at the collector inlet. 

Even though the reduction in total-pressure-loss factor with an 
increase in outlet-pipe srea appeers small, it nevertheless makes 
possible the attainment of higher Mach numbers at the collector inlet 
before choking occurs in the outlet pipes. If the large losses in 
the collector could be reduced by efficient diffusion, the size of 
the outlet pipes required to prevent choking would be reduced. 

SUMMARYOFBESULTS 

Air-flow studies were made on a simple experimental collector 
for axial-flow compressors, which had a sudden expansion at the inlet 

, 
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ti a cylindrical baffle. The results of these studies In which 
the ratio of outlet-pipe sxea to collector-Inlet exea was varied 
from 0.52 to 3.12 by using eix different outlet conflgurations are 
as follows: 

1. The spread of the static-preeeure deviation at the col- 
lector inlet caused by changing the site and number of outlet 
pipes wae only 0.4 percent of the mean impaot preeaure and the 
deviations were only slightly greater with one outlet than with 
two. 

2. The ratio of oross-eectional outlet-pipe area to oolleotor- 
inlet cross-section&L area had to be greater than 2.0 to prevent 
choking in the outlet pipes. 

3. When two different outlet configurations having the same 
total flow area were used, a smaller total-pressure-loss factor 
was obtained with one outlet pipe than with two. 

4. With the exception of the smallest outlet configuration 
investigated, the principal losses occurred at the collector dnl.et 
because of the sudden expansion in flow area, 

Flight Propulsion Reseamh Laboratory, 
National Advisory CcmmIttee for Aeronautics, 

Cleveland, Ohio, December 9, 1947. 
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Figure 3. - Relation of total-pressure-loss factor, total- 
pressure ratio, and Mach number for normal air (y = I ~947). 
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Figure 6. - Variation of total-pressure-loss factor and total-pressure 
ratio with Mach number for all outlet configurations investigated. 
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Measuring station 

Figure 7. - Distribution of total-pressure losses between collector in- 
let and outlet-pipe measuring station at collector-inlet Mach number 
of 0.19 for all outlet configurations investigated. 


